
The Longleaf Pine Forests
of the Southeast: REQUIEM OR

RENAISSANCE?

VAST FORESTS OF LONGLEAF  PINE (P1M.B  PALUSTRIS)  GREETED
the first European settlers of the lower At-
lantic Coastal Plain of the Carolinas and
Georgia. At that time, this species may
have dominated as  much as 92 mil l ion
acres  throughout the southeastern United
Srates (Frost 1933). Only about 20 mil-
lion acres of longlraf pine forest were left
by 1935  (Wahlenberg 1946). These forests
declined to less than 5 million acrrs by
1975,  and within the next decade to 3.8
million acres (Kelly and Bechtold 1330).
A more recent update (USDA Forest  Ser-
vice, Forest Inventory and Analysis, un-
publ. data) puts the total at about 3.2 mil-
lion acres. Losses since rhen have likely i-c-
duced remaining longleaf forests to less
than 3 million acres.

By J. Larry Landers,
David H. Van Lear, and
William D. Boyer

What once was one of the most exren-
sive forest ecosystems in North America has
nearly vanished without notice. But only re-
cently has this loss brgun  to attract atten-

This  naturally estab-
lished second-growth
longleaf  pine forest,
shown at age 45,
arose foUowing final
barvest  of the old-
growth. Most second-
growth longleaf  has
been cut, normally
witbout  repkzcement.
The remnants  gener-

ally range from 70 to
100 years in age.

tion and concern (Means and Grow 1985;
Noss 1989). The objectives of this paper are
to describe the longlraf pine ecosystem and
its ecological and economic values, docu-
ment its continuing decline, and explore
possibilities for retaining longleafpinr  as an
imporrant part of southern forests.

The Longleaf  Pine Ecosystem
The  natural range oflongleaf pitie covers

most of the Atlantic and Gulf Coastal
Plains, from sourhe;lstelnl  Virginia ro eastern
Texas and south through the  northern two-
thirds of Florida, with extensions into the
Piedmont and mountains of north Alabama
and  norrhwest  (Georgia  (@q.  I). ‘l‘he  hpccies
occurs on a wide  variety of sitrb,  from wet,
poorly drained flatwoods near rhe coast to
dry, rocky mountain ridges  (Bayer  1990).

Longleaf pint: is a long-lived tree, pan-
tenrially  reaching or excrcding 211  age of
500  yra~-s;  however, lo~~gleat’  pine foresrs
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Table l.The distribution sf  longleaf pine, by state and ownership class. ./
All National Nlisc. State- County/ Forest Other .

are often exposed to cata- ownerships forest federa l  owned munic ipa l ind. Farmer cot-p.  individual
strophic hazards such as . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . thousands of  acres  . . . . . , . . . . . . . . , , . . . . , . . .

blowdown  or fire and to con- Florida 950.7 178.5 118.6 118.4 2.3 149.9 66.4 118.7 197.9
tinuing attrition from light- Georgia 520.2 0.0 55.3 3.5 0 . 0 44.7 122.8 77.5 216.4

ning. Most of the longleaf North Carolina 255.5 1 2 . 3 57.8 37.8 0.2 20.3 4 3 . 1 21 .o 63.0.

pine range is within 150 Texas 45.0 1 1 . 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 22.8 0.0 5.8 5 . 3

miles of the Atlantic or Gulf
South Carolina 369.0 1 8 . 7 73.4 23.2 0.0 15.4 3 8 . 1 7 1 . 6 128.6
A labama 5 3 5 . 1 81.8 5.8 5.7 10.7 190.3 7 3 . 7 5 9 . 1 108.0

coasts, a region subject to Mississippi 270.3 91.5 0.0 9.9 0.0 37.3 23.2 6.6 101.8
damaging tropical storms. As Louisiana 232.9 61.6 1 2 . 0 0.0 0.0 75.5 0.0 3 6 . 3 47.5
a result, few Iongleaf  pines - - - - -  -

Total 3,178.7 455.5 322.9 198.5---13.2 556.2 367.3 396.6
are likely to reach their bio-

868.5 .,

logical potential.
SOWICEZ  USDA Fores t  Se rv ice ,  Fores t  Invent&y  and Analys is  data ,  1994 .

Longleaf  pine is a very in-
tolerant pioneer species; it is a poor seed inance  by southern pines began to rede- pean travelers in the region. Thunder-
producer, and its large seeds have a limited velop about 10,000 years ago with a storm systems with frequent lightning and
dispersal range. Once established, warming trend following retreat of the last rain have prevailed over this vast region, a
seedlings grow slowly and, where vigorous continental ice sheet. The modern longleaf complex of mostly sandy (quick-drying)
competition is present, may remain in the pine-turkey oak (Quercus  laevis)  forests sites that are well exposed to natural and
stemless grass stage for years. were established in north Florida about anthropogenic disturbances.

The longleaf  pine ecosystem is distin- 7,800 years ago (Watts et al. 1992), and Longleaf  pine and bunch grasses (e.g.,
guished by open, park-like “pine barrens,” over the next 4,000 years reinvaded the wiregrass and certain bluestems) possess
which are composed of even-aged and rest of the Southeast (Delcourt  and Del- trairs  that facilitate the ignition and spread
multi-aged mosaics of forests, woodlands, court 1987). The forests of the southeast- of fire during humid growing seasons
and savannas, with a diverse groundcover ern United States, as found in historic (Landers 1991). Frequent fire was largely
dominated by bunch grasses and usually times, were apparently in place about responsible for the competitive success of
free of understory hardwoods and brush. 5,000 years ago, with pollen records indi- longleaf  pine and the grasses. These key-
Longleaf  pine is the key tree species in a eating 65% pine and 15% oak plus most stone species exhibit pronounced fire tol-
complex of fire-dependent forest ecosys- other elements of the modern forest erance,  longevity, and nutrient-water re-
terns long native to the southeastern (Watts 1980). Undoubtedly, these forests tention  that reinforce their dominance
United States. Its existence was dependent included extensive longleaf  pine stands and restrict the scale of vegetation change
on periodic fire, to which it is adapted much like those found by the first Euro- following disturbance.
while most of its potential
competitors are not. An
exception may be very dry
sites where groundcover is
too sparse to prevent seeds
from reaching mineral soil
or competing with estab-
lished seedlings.

Pine barrens are known
for remarkable persistence
and diversity, yet they gen-
erally lack the fertile soils
or layered canopies of
mixed species that charac-
terize many other diverse
systems.

Elements qf ecosystem
persistence. The ecological
persistence of pine barrens
is a product of long-term
interactions among cli-
mate, fire, and the traits of
key plants. Regional dom-

Figure .  I .  Presettlement
range of longleaf  pine in
the southeastern United
States. Source: C. C. Frost
1993.
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Frequent fires during the growing sea-
son largely prevent species native to other
habitats from encroaching into pine bar-
rens. The chronic fire regime also main-
tains soil structure and nutrient dynamics
to which longleaf  pine is adapted, while
inhibiting the processes of soil weathering
and building (McKee 1982). These fire ef-
fects tend to make longleaf  pine sites more
favorable to resident species than those in-
digenous to more nutrient-rich habitats.

Ekments of ecosystem diversity. Combi-
nations of disturbance and site factors play
important roles in maintaining biological
diversity. Variability is added to the distur-
bance regime by frequent lightning strikes,
treefalls, and various animal influences
that have local effects. More vast areas can
be severely affected every few decades by
tropical storms and hydrologic extremes.
Disturbances acting across site gradients
provide temporary habitat features (e.g.,
dead wood, hardwood thickets, bare
mesic/wet  patches) along with more stable
features (e.g., living old pines, treeless
spaces, swards, bare xeric  patches). Thus,
many organisms are adapted to this distur-
bance-prone but relatively stable environ-
ment. Among them are opportunists coex-
isting in habitat mosaics with longer lived
species. Many birds and mammals use cav-
ities made by the red-cockaded wood-
pecker, and at least 60 vertebrate and 302

invertebrate species use gopher tortoise
burrows (Jackson 1989). Thus, spatial and
temporal variations in habitat, coupled
with commensal relationships, accommo-
date an unusual variety of species for a
given area. The diversity of groundcover
plants per unit area places longleaf  pine
ecosystems among the most species-rich
plant communities outside the tropics
(Peet  and Allard 1993).

Yet longleaf  pine ecosystems now oc-
cupy only a small part of their original area.
Extreme habitat reduction is the main
cause for the precarious state of at least 19 1
taxa  of vascular plants (Hardin and White
1989; Walker 1993) and such key wildlife
as the red-cockaded woodpecker, gopher
tortoise, and southern fox squirrel. A con-
certed and committed effort to restore and
manage longleaf  pine ecosystems would
help ensure a future for this important part
of the nation’s natural heritage.

Decline of the Longleaf  Forest
Because of its many desirable attrib-

utes, longleaf  pine has been intensively ex-
ploited ever since colonial times (Croker
1979). In early settlement days, trees were
cut to build cabins and homes or to clear
land for crops. Because waterways formed
the major routes for transportation
through most of the 19th century, timber,
usually larger trees, was cut where it could

Total Acreage for Ail Ownerships
Thousands 01 Acres

r--J  0.1-4.3

4.4-7.3

be easily moved to water. The advent of
railroad logging near the end of the 19th
century provided access to the  remaining
longleaf  timberland. Merchantable trees
were cut, and much of the remainder
damaged or destroyed.

Cutting generally proceeded from rhe
Atlantic states west through the Gulf Coast
region to Louisiana and Texas, with increas-
ing intensity of use as time went on. Long-
leaf pine logging reached a peak in 1907,
when an estimated I3 billion board feet
were cut (Wahlenberg 1946). Logging came
to a halt with the Great Depression and the
near exhaustion of the  timber resource.

Second-growth longleaf  pine, to vary-
ing degrees, succeeded old-growth on mil-
lions of acres throughout the Southeast.
Cutting in this natural second-growth for-
est began during World War II and con-
tinues today as this age class has matured.
Over 30% of the longleaf  pine remaining
in 1985 was natural in origin (Kelly and
Bechtold 1990). Annual removals ex-
ceeded growth by 43%. Declines were ob-
served in every diameter class below 16
inches while increases were confined to the
16-inch  and larger diameter classes, sug-
gesting that most remaining forests are
aging without replacement.

A combination of circumstances ap-
pears responsible for the long-term decline
of the longleaf  pine forest. Much of the
land in the region was once cleared for
cropland or pasture. Longleaf  pine does not
successfully invade open land in competi-
tion with more aggressive species. It has
sometimes succeeded old-growth when pe-
riodic fires provided a seedbed and con-
trolled woody competition, and when wild
hogs did not reach a density high enough
to destroy established seedlings. The dis-
ruption of natural fire regimes, resulting in
part from forest fire protection policies im-
plemented during the 192Os,  however, al-
lowed invasion of longleaf  sites by hard-
woods and more aggressive southern pines.
Longleaf  pine and its associated commu-
nity cannot naturally succeed itself under
these conditions.

Since the end of World War II, many
large lumber companies that owned and
generally favored longleaf  pine for high
quality logs and poles have slowly been ac-

Figwe 2. Current distribution of longleaf
pine, by county, in the southeastern United
States. Source: USDA Forest Service 1994.
Map produced by Donald van Bhricom,
Clemson University.
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quired by the pulp and paper industry.
These companies’ need to maximize vol-
ume yield over the shortest possible period
of time led to intensive short-rotation
plantation management using genetically
improved loblolly  (Pinus taeda L.) or slash
pine (I? elliotti). Longleaf  pine is often
considered a slow-growing species that is
difficult to regenerate and that cannot eco-
nomically compete with the other pines.
Loblolly  and slash pine are thus the pre-
ferred species for planting and recently ac-
counted for 95% of all southern pine
seedling production.

Management Options
Longleaf  pine has many attributes that

allow  a variety of management options. It
has always been recognized as a high-quality
timber tree providing a wide range of prod-
ucts: logs, poles, piling, posts, peelers for
plywood, and pulpwood. It almost always
has a higher specific gravity than the other
southern pines and thus produces more dry
weight per unit ofvolume. On average sites,
30 to 80% of rhe trees  in a longleaf  stand
will make poles, which are more valuable
than sawlogs  (Boyer and White 1390).

In addition to its commercial quality
and versatility, longleaf  pine, once estab-
lished, is a low-risk species to manage. It is

resistant to fire and the more serious dis-
eases and insect pests that afflict other
southern pines, including fusiform rust,
annosus root rot, pitch canker, southern
pine beetle, and tipmoth.  Longleaf  pine is
more resistant than slash pine to breakage
from ice storms (Van Lear and Saucier
1973). The species develops a massive tap-
root that, in mature trees, may reach a
depth of 8 to 12 feet or more, helping re-
duce the risk of windthrow (Boyer 1990).

It is thus suited to a wide range of man-
agement goals and silvicultural methods.
These include even-aged, two-aged, and,

on many sites, a range of all-aged manage-
ment methods (Farrar and Boyer 1991).
Because of longleaf  pine’s natural tolerance
of fire, uneven-aged stands can be regu-
larly burned at 2- to 4-year  intervals to
control hardwoods and brush or prepare a
seedbed without the need for any special
measures to protect regeneration. The
rapid early breakup of longleaf  seedling
stands into a range of size classes helps re-
duce the risk of excessive seedling mortal-
ity from untimely fire.

In addition, longleaf pine’s reputarion as
the slowest growing southern pine may be
largely undeserved. On many former long-
leaf sites, based on side-by-side compar-
isons, the species grows as well as, or berter

than, the other southern pines once it has
emerged from the grass stage (Schmidtling
1987;  Outcalt  1993). If desired, longleaf
pine on average sites can produce poles and
logs in 40- to 5O-year  rotations, possibly
less in plantations. Most growth data for
natural longleaf  pine have been derived
from forests that periodically burn. Both
the diameter and height growth of young
longleaf  pines are reduced by regular burn-
ing (Boyer 1994). The reduction in height
growth alone is equivalent to a loss of 5 feet
in site index. The growth reduction associ-
ated with periodic fires has been regularly
reported over the years, and the bias this in-
troduces for site classification and yield
table construction has long been recognized
(Cary 1932). Many landowners, however,
may be willing to accept lower yields in re-
turn for the natural beauty and enhanced
biodiversity of open, regularly burned,
longleaf  forests.

Longleaf  pine can be naturally or artifi-
cially regenerated at a reasonable cost and
with a high probability of success if neces-
sary cultural measures are properly timed
and executed. Quality planting stock along
with appropriate cultural treatments can re-
duce the grass stage to one or two years.

Longleaf  pine straw is also becoming a
major and valuable product in many areas.
Pine-straw raking can be detrimental to
legumes and other species in the herb
layer, however, and should be avoided
where species diversity is valued (Frost
1990). Permanently reserving some areas
from raking may preserve species diversity
by providing local refugia. Pine-straw pro-
duction peaks at about the time that vol-
ume increment culminates, so a regulated
forest will allow pine straw to be efficiently
gathered on a continual basis, even if har-
vesting is confined to a single age class for
a relatively short period of time. Fertiliza-
tion can make up for the nutrients re-
moved with the straw.

Many game species, ranging from
white-tailed deer and wild turkey to bob-
white quail and rabbit, thrive in longleaf
pine forests, especially those maintained in
an open condition by frequent thinnings
and prescribed fire. These open habitats
are in high demand by hunters and pro-
vide landowners the opportunity to lease
their lands to sports enthusiasts. Fee hunt-
ing provides a means of allocating access to
public resources on private lands.

Another option in longleaf  pine man-
agement is woodland grazing for beef cat-
tle. Longleaf  pine forests kept open (basal
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areas 50 to 70 ftz/ac or less) by prescribed
fire and thinning maintain relatively high
forage yields throughout the timber rota-
tion. For longleaf pine-wiregrass ranges
late winter or early spring burns on a two-
year rotation work well after pines are
large enough to tolerate fire.

Restoration of the Longleaf
Pine Ecosystem

One of the keys to restoration of the
longleaf pine ecosystem is to ensure that
its recovery benefits society in general and
private landowners in particular. Without
economic benefits, long-term and broad-
scale conservation projects are usually
doomed to failure (Kimmins 1992; Oliver
1992). Harvesting need not be eliminated
or even moderately restricted to restore
and maintain longleaf pine ecosystems, as
evidenced by the fact that logging at the
turn of the century apparently had little
effect on groundcover diversity (Noss
1989). Any restrictions on harvest would
be a disincentive to many landowners and
could result in elimination of much of the
remaining longleaf on private lands.

Restoration appears achievable. As seen
from its present distribution pg.  2),  long-
leaf pine still occurs over most of its for-
mer range, albeit in remnant pockets. By
expanding these pockets, it should be fea-
sible to gradually expand longleaf pine
acreage. Education, research, commitment
on the part of resource managers, and a
landscape perspective are essential ingredi-
ents in any such effort.

Education of the public regarding the
current status of the longleafpine ecosystem,
its potential economic value, its outstanding
biodiversity, and the role of fire in maintain-
ing the system is an initial step in securing
support for restoration. With public sup-
port, federal, state, and local laws can be
changed to provide restoration incentives.

Foresters and other resource managers,
in partnership with conservation groups,
can also promote the use of fire as an eco-
logical force necessary for maintenance of
fire-dependent natural  communities.  Fre-
quent  prescribed burning,  including the
use of growing-season fires where appro-
priate, promotes the diversity  and stability
of these communities (Ness  1989;  Fros t
1990).  In 1990,  Florida passed a Pre-
scribed Burning Act authorizing and pro-
moting prescribed burning for ecological
and other purposes.  As other southern
states follow suit, the ability to use this
tool for restoring and maintaining longleaf

pine ecosystems will be greatly enhanced.
Federal and state agencies, universities,

forest industries, and research organiza-
tions are beginning to cooperate and com-
mit to research and technology transfer
promoting the ecological  and economic
attributes of the longleaf pine ecosystem.
Technology is now available that allows re-
generation of longleaf pine to approach
parity with the other southern pines. Me-
chanical site preparation techniques, how-
ever, should be carefully evaluated if ad-
verse effects on associated species such as
wiregrass are to be avoided (Clewell 1989).
Natural  regeneration methods using a
regime of frequent fire are already compat-
ible with maintenance of these communi-
ties (Boyer and White 1990).

While many private landowners are
concerned about the environment and the
amenit ies  their  land provides,  most  are
also motivated by the need to generate in-
come from their land. Longleaf pine can
be managed in an ecologically sensitive
manner that generates a satisfactory in-
come (Landers et al. 1990).

Agencies administering public  cost-
share programs, such as the Forest Incen-
tives Program and the Stewardship Incen-
t ives Program, could promote longleaf
pine regeneration. Many of the actions

suggested by Oliver (1992) to resolve pres-
sures facing Pacific Northwest forests
would also be useful in restoring the long-
leaf pine ecosystem. For example, subsi-
dies or tax deferrals could provide longleaf
pine landowners with incentives to regen-
erate longleaf pine and maintain the bal-
ance of age classes and stand structures
necessary to protect plant and animal di-
versity across the landscape.

Longleaf pine occurs on approximately
3.2 million acres (table I). Almost two-
thirds of this acreage is in Florida, Alabama,
and Georgia. North Carolina, South Car-
olina, Mississippi, and Louisiana each con-
tain more than 200,000 acres. About 31%
of the longleaf pine acreage is owned by
public agencies, 18% by forest industry,
and the remaining 5 I % by a variety of pri-
vate owners,  most of them not farmers.
This mix of ownerships emphasizes that ef-
fective restoration will  require a multi-
owner approach across the landscape.  A
balanced longleaf pine forest, supplement-
ing other forest types, could help achieve
greater productivity and stability through-
out the forest economy of the Southeast.

Restoration of small ,  fragmented
stands of longleaf pine is helpful but will
not suffice to sustain a functioning ecosys-
tem. The challenge is to restore this eco-
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system in an economically viable way so
that private landowners can be voluntary
partners who benefit in the process. Exist-
ing disincentives and longstanding biases
must be overcome and incentives added,
so that landowners are encouraged to re-
generate and manage longleaf  pine using
methods that simulate historical processes.

Restoration of longleaf  pine forests
should not be viewed as competition for
intensive pine plantation management so
common in the South. Intensive forestry
aimed at high productivity is also an es-
sential component of the southern land-
scape. By maintaining high yields, inten-
sive plantation management reduces pres-
sure on other parts of the landscape,
allowing other land uses such as longleaf
pine ecosystem restoration. In turn, di-
verse and productive Iongleaf  pine forests,
growing large, high-value products under
relatively long rotations, would comple-
menc  the economic contribution made by
other species while preserving environ-
mental values that are a part of the her-
itage of the southern landscape.

The fucure  will likely reveal unforeseen
values in native forest ecosystems that will
greatly benefit society and translate into
additional economic incentives f o r
landowners.  Restoring the longleaf pine

ecosystem could serve as a prime example
of forest ecosystem management-how a
once diminished ecosystem was restored as
a sustainable, functioning paradigm
through wise stewardship. @IW
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